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Abstract 
The existing view of the photoemission properties of 
lunar regolith does not provide the unambiguous 
treatment of the parameters and distributions of 
photoelectrons over the illuminated part of the Moon. 
This is indicated by the present calculations of the 
density, temperature, and distribution function of 
photoelectrons. It has been demonstrated that the 
quantum yield of lunar regolith is the main parameter 
determining the generation of photoelectrons near the 
surface of the Moon. At present, this parameter is 
determined with significant uncertainty. The 
measurement of the quantum yield of regolith 
directly on the surface of the Moon has been 
proposed as a variant of the solution of the indicated 
problem. Such measurements can be performed in 
the framework of future lunar missions.  

1. Introduction 
The Luna-25, Luna-26, Luna-27, Luna Sample 
Return, etc., missions are under preparation in Russia. 
The landing modules of the Luna-25 and Luna-27 
spacecrafts are planned to be equipped with 
instruments for studying the properties of the dusty 
plasma over the surface of the Moon. The upper part 
of an electric-field sensor ES on the landing modules 
of the Luna-25 and Luna-27 is an analog of a 
classical Langmuir probe, which will record 
primarily the properties of photoelectrons. For 
successful measurements, the expected parameters of 
photoelectrons should be taken into account when 
developing electric-field sensors. However, the 
calculation of these parameters faces difficulties that 
can be eliminated only through direct experiments. 
We calculate the parameters of photoelectrons near 
the surface of the Moon, discuss difficulties in the 
determination of their values, and describe 
experiments that are necessary within future lunar 
missions. 

2. Number densities and 
temperatures of photoelectrons 
Photoelectrons appear near the surface of the Moon 
primarily from the surface itself at its interaction with 
solar radiation. The spectrum of solar radiation, 
quantum yield, and work function of lunar regolith 
are important parameters for the calculation of the 
distribution function, density, and temperature of 
photoelectrons. It is assumed that the typical work 
function for lunar regolith is within the range of 5–6 
eV. The quantum yield determining the number of 
electrons knocked out from the surface by one 
photon is a very important parameter requiring 
further refinement.  
The parameters of photoelectrons near the equator in 
the near-surface layer of the illuminated part of the 
Moon are calculated [2]. Table 1 shows the values of 
the number density N0 and temperature Te of 
photoelectrons for the solar activity level 
corresponding to (column I) an X28 Class solar flare, 
(column II) the solar maximum, and (column III) the 
solar minimum for various quantum yields [4] and 
[5]. The calculated characteristics of photoelectrons 
near the surface of the Moon are strongly different. 
The dependence of the parameters N0 and Te on the 
solar activity level is not so strong. The difference 
between the quantum yields presented in [4] and [5] 
much more strongly affects the calculation than the 
variation of the work function in the range of 5–6 eV.  
 

Table 1: Parameters of photoelectrons in the near-
surface layer of the illuminated part of the Moon for 

various solar activity levels and various quantum 
yields 

 I II III 
N01, cm-3 2.2·105 2.1·105 1.9·105 
Te1, eV 0.2 0.1 0.1 
N02, cm-3 8.6·102 2.9·102 1.3·102 
Te2, eV 2.1 1.9 1.3 
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3. Experimental scheme 
It is very difficult to ensure the delivery of lunar soil 
so as to avoid its interaction with the Earth’s 
atmosphere. In view of this circumstance, the 
measurement of the quantum yield and work function 
of lunar regolith directly on the surface of the Moon 
within the future Luna-27 mission seems promising.  

 

Figure 1: Layout of the experiment. 

A possible layout of an experiment on the 
measurement of the quantum yield and work function 
of lunar regolith is shown in Figure 1. 
Electromagnetic radiation (1) comes from the Sun. 
An optical channel consisting of a mirror (2) and/or 
an optical cable is used to create the redirected 
photon beam (3). On one hand, the mirror modifies 
the radiation spectrum, which should be taken into 
account when analyzing the final results. On the 
other hand, this mirror can be used to enhance (by 
several times) the radiation interacting with the 
surface of the Moon. This will provide more reliable 
experimental results. The Langmuir probe (5) can 
detect the photoelectron flux with a step of about 
0.05 V in the range from –100 to 100 V both in the 
presence of a light source illuminating the surface of 
the Moon and in the absence of such a source, 
detecting the energy spectrum of electrons. The 
energy spectrum of electrons correlates in turn with 
the current–voltage characteristic of the Langmuir 
probe. Comparison of the current–voltage 

characteristics obtained in the presence and absence 
of illumination of the surface of the Moon makes it 
possible to determine the quantum yield and work 
function of lunar regolith. 

4. Summary and Conclusions 
In summary, although certain success was achieved 
in the description of dust and the plasma–dust system 
near the Moon, there is a number of important 
questions that should be answered. In particular, the 
quantum yield of lunar regolith has significant 
importance for the calculations of the parameters of 
the plasma–dust system. The scheme of the 
experiments for measurement of the quantum yield of 
regolith directly on the surface of the Moon has been 
presented.  
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